Family Group Night

Family Group Night allow each family member to attend a group that addresses their needs! The design of the program is to support the child with special healthcare/behavioral needs and their siblings to connect with peers in their community. We offer social skills building activities provided by our Childcare Provider Team. Parent support is addressed by providing information related to raising a child with special healthcare/behavioral needs.

*(Due to Covid 19 all Family Group Night’s are held by Webinar until further notice)*

To Register Call 828-213-0047 or email Kerri.eaker@hcahealthcare.com

---

**1st Tuesday of each month**

Mission Children’s
Reuter Outpatient Center
11 Vanderbilt Park Drive
Asheville, NC

5:30pm to 6:00pm Supper
6:00pm-7:30pm Group Time

---

Is a research based Social Skills program that uses Kids on DVD’s modeling the use of social skills in everyday scenarios. While following up with positive interactive activities for reinforcement of the skill being taught. New in 2019 our Childcare Provider Team will be implementing this program during our Family Group Nights with the Children and Youth Groups. Parents will receive a handout to follow up working on the skill at home.